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Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�Materials�������������
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You�will�need:You�will�need:You�will�need:You�will�need:����
 

•  Blinders (see below) 

 

• Sharp pencils (ideally 2B) 

 

• A3 cheap paper such as newsprint paper 

(A4 is ok but A3 encourages bigger, bolder 

drawings!) 

 

• A variety of objects such as: teapots,  

cutlery, cups, glasses, toys, tools, ornaments 

etc. (choose objects that children are not used 

to looking at to try to prevent children from 

drawing from their imaginations for these  

activities- this encourages children to work 

from the real thing) 

 

• NO RUBBERS! Mistakes can be useful for 

learning, correct them on the page by drawing 

over them! 
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A blinder is really just a 

piece of card cut into a 

square shape that can be 

placed over the pencil to 

prevent the pupil from  

looking at the paper as they 

draw. The point of the  

activity is to develop  

observational drawing skills. 

By not looking at the paper, 

pupils are encouraged to 

look at the object that they 

are drawing and not the 

drawing itself.  

Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�Drawing�with�a�
blinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinderblinder������������

Drawing with a blinder (Year 6) 

Instructions: Prepare a blinder per child. You can trim an A4 

piece of copier card into a square shape using the guillotine. 

Children can put their own pencils through the centre of the 

blinder when they are ready to use. Remind them to be careful 

when doing this! 

 

Pupil can now draw. Tell them to resist the urge to look at 

the paper as we all do it instinctively out of habit, tell them that 

you will be looking for sneaky peekers!! Children should let 

their eyes follow the outline of the object. They can imagine 

that their eyes are telling the hand what to do, as the eye 

moves the hand should move too. The drawings will look really 

funny at first!! Demonstrate for the children and show them the 

results! This is not about getting a ‘correct’ drawing, but instead 

to really look at the shape of the object. Encourage those  

children who have not looked and who have made interesting 

observations on paper.  

An oil lamp drawn with the ‘wrong’ hand by a 

Year 5 pupil. 2 
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Ask the children to  

arrange several objects 

on the table in front of 

them. Position them so 

that they are touching 

each other. Now, pupils 

must draw all 3 objects, 

without taking the  

pencil off of the paper.  

Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�Drawing�without�taking�
your�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paperyour�hand�off�the�paper������������

Drawing made by a Year 5 pupil with-

out taking the pencil off of the paper. 

The objects that were being drawn 

One artist drew the  

entire contents of a  

science laboratory in 

this way! 

 

 

Remember to keep 

looking carefully at the 

objects that you are 

drawing! 
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The ability to record things 

quickly is an important skill 

for an artist to have. Frank 

Auerbach for example  

(see A Sense of Place  

Teaching Pack) makes nu-

merous quick drawings of 

places before taking them 

back his studio turning them 

into paintings. They are not 

always perfect drawings but 

they give us a clear sense of 

what is happening in the 

scene.  

Timed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�DrawingsTimed�Drawings������������

Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:����
Each child must choose an object. It should be an  

interesting one! When the pupils are ready explain that 

they are doing timed drawings. They must try to  

capture the shape of the object and as much detail as 

they can. For example, does the object have a pattern 

or texture to it? Is there a reflection showing on your 

object? Next use the classroom clock or a timer to 

make the drawings. Pupils will have 2 minutes to make 

their first drawing. When this is completed they must 

write 2 mins underneath it. The next drawing will be 1 

minute only, then 30 sec, then 10 secs, then 5 secs! Do 

an ‘on your marks’ countdown to create a fun  

atmosphere. By the time pupils get the 5 secs they will 

be quite excitable! So next, work your way back up to 2 

mins, 10 secs, 30 secs, 1 min then finally 2 mins again. 

See how the drawings change with the amount of time 

you have.  
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All of the above games can be used in the  

classroom and all will help pupils to develop their 

drawing skills and increase confidence. Refer back 

to the games when you are doing drawing activi-

ties, for example, remember how often you had 

to look when you were using your blinders.  

 

The games can be used independently instead of 

just a pre curser to an art lesson. Join in with the 

activities if you can or encourage other adults in 

the room to take part.  

 

 

We�can�all�benefit�from�drawing�We�can�all�benefit�from�drawing�We�can�all�benefit�from�drawing�We�can�all�benefit�from�drawing�
practice!practice!practice!practice!����
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Teachers at Holy Trinity School taking part in Drawing Games 


